What People are Saying about A New Era for Public Power Report:

You can find the full report [here](#).

This report highlights the core principles of our campaign, that a for-profit model for utilities is antithetical to conservation, efficiency, and equity, and that reclaiming energy as a public good is a necessary step in confronting the climate crisis. The existence of New York Power Authority, the country’s largest publicly-owned energy provider, gives New York a unique advantage to democratize our energy system and Build the Public Renewables we need.

- **Saranana Shrestha**, campaigner with Public Power New York

"The Democracy Collaborative and climate + community project's latest report makes it clear that public power — a publicly-owned energy grid that provides reliable, clean energy for all New Yorkers — is possible. As we fight to make this green future a reality, the report affirms that we must start divesting from dirty energy and investing in renewables. Whether through the NYS Build Public Renewables Act, the Clean Futures Act or further democratizing NYPA, we must continue to fight for clean energy that is accountable to the people."

- **Assemblymember Zohran K. Mamdani**

“The New York State legislature has the opportunity to pass two bills to make electric generation and distribution publicly owned and democratically controlled. Those bills would let New York meet the ambitious goals set forth in the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act, by freeing our electric grid from for-profit corporations. These bills would give New Yorkers the power to demand clean and affordable energy; and free all of us from the profit motives of Con Ed and National Grid. But don’t just take my word for it, read the report! “A New Era of Public Power”, is a carefully researched and well drafted plan for how public power will lead to climate justice by the climate + community project and the Democracy Collaborative. Policy makers across New York should read it and heed its clarion call.”

"This report provides a blueprint for how to make New York’s power system more equitable while providing more reliable, cleaner energy to all New Yorkers. For too long, private utilities have maximized profit at the expense of their customers and hindered a more rapid shift away from fossil fuels. New York is fortunate to have a public utility and expanding its reach and operations will help move from private profit towards a public good."

- J. Mijin Cha, Assistant Professor, Urban and Environmental Policy, Occidental College and a Fellow at Cornell University’s Worker Institute

“A Just Transition is much more than achieving economy-wide emission reductions- it’s about creating new systems, processes, and resources that are grounded in equity and directly supports frontline BIPOC community leadership. To truly move away from fossil fuel extraction we must move away from extractive systems that perpetuate a legacy of harm and pollution in communities of color and low-income communities. This report outlines strategies to operationalize New York’s Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act and creates co-governance models with environmental justice communities."

- Summer Sandoval, Energy Democracy Coordinator at Uprose

"The vision of a reimagined NYPA outlined in this report is not only innovative but necessary for a transition that is both green and just."

- Rio Hartwell, organizer with Metro Justice Rochester

"PUSH Buffalo has been on the frontlines of the fight for energy democracy and climate justice in New York State for years. We’ve challenged the extractive business models of investor-owned energy utilities in our region through community organizing and regulatory advocacy campaigns, winning important concessions that directly benefit poor and working class households and communities of color. These victories, however, are often partial and piecemeal, offering stop-gap relief that fails to address root cause conditions. A New Era of Public Power envisions a viable alternative to the status quo and outlines a long-term solution for frontline communities in NYS to gain democratic control of the energy system, maximize public benefits, and realize meaningful accountability to the state’s climate and equitable reinvestment goals as codified in the Climate Leadership and Community Protection Act."

- Clarke Gocker, Director of Policy and Strategy at PUSH Buffalo
"This report makes the clear case that the transition to renewable energy belongs in the hands of the people, not private utilities or Wall Street investors. By taking public control over a basic service in a key moment of transformation, we can build a renewable, equitable, and democratized energy system that repairs the racialized harm of extraction."

- Johanna Bozuwa, report co-author and Co-Manager of the Climate & Energy Program at The Democracy Collaborative

"New York has committed to climate and equity goals that are among the most ambitious in the world. Public ownership, democratic accountability, and economic benefits flowing to the working class and racialized communities who have been harmed the most by the climate crisis can help make these promises a concrete reality. An expanded NYPA governed in the public interest could truly serve as a global model for a just transition."

- Thea Riofrancos, report co-author, Associate Professor, and member of DSA's Green New Deal Campaign Committee

"This report shines a light onto transformations needed to make New York a true leader in low-carbon power. New Yorkers deserve a just power system that builds clean public resources and keeps crucial 21st century infrastructures in public hands—not a machine for funneling outsize profits to Wall Street investors and climate speculators. This report provides a valuable roadmap for New York and a model for key fights across the United States."

- Sarah Knuth, report co-author and Assistant Professor, Geography, Durham University